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1)  Read the passage. Then answer the questions below:         1x5 = 5  

People around the world are slowly changing their attitude towards medicine. More and more they are 

turning to natural cures. Natural cures are made of natural things, most often herbs and plants. History 

says that natural or herbal remedies are nothing new. People used them all along in different ages. 

Herbal medicines were used to ancient civilizations like India, China, Greece, Egypt and Rome. Some 

ancient treatment systems are still in practice today. They are coming down through generations. For a 

minor burn injury the doctor may prescribe you a tube of ointment. But for the same, a rural grandma 

may put some aloe vera or used cold water. If children have cold in our country, grandmas give them 

honey and tulsi leaves to eat. And it works too. If you have a minor cut or wound, grownups may put 

some turmeric, marigold or aloe vera on it. Rural people usually use garlic, neem or turmeric to cure 

skin problems. With experience they have seen that these remedies work. Moreover, the are easy to 

get, are cheap and most often without any side effects.  

  

a) Which word does not go with the meaning of 'Generation'?     

(i) Descendant    (ii) Procreation  (iii) Birth  (iv) Demise  

b) For a minor burn injury the doctor may prescribe you a tube of ointment. Which of the 

following words has opposite meaning to 'minor'?  

(i) trivial      (ii) insignificant  (iii) important (iv) negligible   

c) People are changing their attitude towards medicine  

(i) slowly    (ii) rapidly    (iii) quickly  (iv) severely  

d) Natural or herbal remedies are  

(i) present inventions   (ii) modern invention   

 (iii) recent inventions   (iv) ancient inventions  

e) Some ancient treatment systems are coming down through  

(i) century      (ii) decades    

 (iii) ages      (iv) generations  

  
2. Read the following text and fill in each gap with a suitable word based on the information of  

the text.                      1x5 = 5 

        

    

without  physique  fit  figure  life  

body  meaningless  wealth  sound  goal  

  

Health is (a)-------------. A sound mind lives in a sound (b)---------------------. A boy of ill health can 

not reach his (c)--------------. In order to maintain a (d)--------------- mind. one is to keep body (e)-------

------ at first and it is physical exercise which enables a person to maintain a good (f)---------.Hard 

work, perseverence, punctuality sincerity etc. are needed to cut a good (g)------------ in the 

examination. And this is not possible (h)------------- a strong and stout body. If anybody fails to keep 

body sound, he or she will lose all zest of (i)---------- and then life would be dull and (j)-----------.  

  

  



  

   

3. Match the parts of sentences given in column 'A' and 'B' to write five complete sentences. 1x5 = 5  

Columna A  Column B  

(i) Bidyasagar had to take pains  the order of his mother.  

(ii) He respected  everybody remembers him.  

(iii) He would never violate  to acquire learning.  

(iv) He always  his parents very much  

(v) This is why  helped the poor.  

  

4. Rearrange the following sentences in correct order in your answer script. You do not need to 

reproduce the sentences in your script. Only the corresponding numbers of the sentences  

    need to be written.                   0.5x10 = 5  

(a)   The clever fox replied, "The sweetest of waters are here in the well." 

(b)  A goat happened to pass by the road and looked down.  

(c)  Seeing the fox there, the goat said to him, "What are you doing there?" 

(d)  By chance he fell into a well.  

(e) The sides of the well were steep.  

(f) He could not come out of it.  

(g) There was a fox. (h)  "Do you like to drink it?" (i)  He was very bad.  

(j)  The goat became tempted and got down into the well  

  

 


